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Analysis and Correction of Gradient Nonlinearity Bias in
Apparent Diffusion Coefficient Measurements
Dariya I. Malyarenko, Brian D. Ross, and Thomas L. Chenevert*
Purpose: Gradient nonlinearity of MRI systems leads to spa-
tially dependent b-values and consequently high non-uniform-
ity errors (10–20%) in apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)
measurements over clinically relevant field-of-views. This work
seeks practical correction procedure that effectively reduces
observed ADC bias for media of arbitrary anisotropy in the
fewest measurements.
Methods: All-inclusive bias analysis considers spatial and
time-domain cross-terms for diffusion and imaging gradients.
The proposed correction is based on rotation of the gradient
nonlinearity tensor into the diffusion gradient frame where spa-
tial bias of b-matrix can be approximated by its Euclidean
norm. Correction efficiency of the proposed procedure is
numerically evaluated for a range of model diffusion tensor
anisotropies and orientations.
Results: Spatial dependence of nonlinearity correction terms
accounts for the bulk (75–95%) of ADC bias for FA¼0.3–0.9.
Residual ADC non-uniformity errors are amplified for aniso-
tropic diffusion. This approximation obviates need for full diffu-
sion tensor measurement and diagonalization to derive a
corrected ADC. Practical scenarios are outlined for implemen-
tation of the correction on clinical MRI systems.
Conclusions: The proposed simplified correction algorithm
appears sufficient to control ADC non-uniformity errors in clini-
cal studies using three orthogonal diffusion measurements.
The most efficient reduction of ADC bias for anisotropic me-
dium is achieved with non-lab-based diffusion gradients.
Magn Reson Med 71:1312–1323, 2014. VC 2013 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc.
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Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) is a widely used mag-
netic resonance (MR) modality for noninvasive diagnos-
tics (1–3). The most common diffusion quantity of interest
in clinical oncology applications, such as therapeutic
response assessment, is mean diffusivity (4–7). This quan-
tity indirectly reflects tissue cellularity via water mobility
and has the desirable property of being independent of
the relative orientation between the applied diffusion
gradient directions and directional tissue cytoarchitecture
(8,9). Mean diffusivity, commonly referred to as “apparent
diffusion coefficient” (ADC), may be determined from a
variety of tissue/media-based models of how DWI signal
changes with applied diffusion gradient strength (10–12).
ADC has been suggested as a potential biomarker for can-
cer diagnosis and treatment monitoring (4–7). To detect
clinically significant changes in diffusion measurements,
the sources of technical variability and bias have to be
well-characterized separately from biologic and therapy-
induced changes (13–15). Ultimately, for diffusion to be
used as a quantitative biomarker in clinical studies, mea-
surement methodology must be standardized across multi-
ple magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) platforms (7,15–
17).
Recently, a significant platform-dependent variation
has been identified as a source of spatial-dependent error
in ADC measurement (18,19). Such errors have been
demonstrated on commercial MRI equipment (19) by
using a temperature-controlled (ice water) phantom for a
precisely known diffusion fluid (18). Testing showed
that gradient nonlinearity was the primary source of the
error leading to a spatially dependent b-value and subse-
quent ADC bias that can exceed 10–20% over a clinically
relevant field-of-view (FOV) on some systems (19,20).
This platform-dependent bias results in spatial non-uni-
formity errors that substantially deteriorate quantitative
DWI measurements. The early accounts of DWI errors
related to gradient nonlinearity are now a decade old
(21,22), but the systematic bias problem has clearly per-
sisted for contemporary clinical systems. This is presum-
able due to lack of practical correction procedures for
vendor implementation. Gradient nonlinearity is a static
characteristic of the gradient coil system (23) known to
system engineers and universally utilized for correction
of geometric distortions (24,25) for routine MRI scans.
Previous research on nonlinearity correction for diffu-
sion gradients (26) described an approach for correction
of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) that required full spa-
tial-mapping of the gradient coil fields (24) as well as
collection of at least six DWI gradient directions in each
experiment. This comprehensive approach accounted for
both direction and magnitude errors in diffusion tensor
due to gradient nonlinearity, although the underlying
tensor diagonalization algorithm can be susceptible to
measurement noise (27) and fitting errors (28). Opti-
mized sampling of many directions, as required for DTI
(29), prolongs image acquisition beyond the desired scan
time in many clinical applications, when only a measure
of mean diffusivity is sought (5,6). Full DTI determina-
tion becomes more impractical for multi-b-value studies
(12,30). To streamline correction for background and
imaging gradient errors in DTI, a simplified empiric cali-
bration algorithm was introduced (31) based on a regres-
sion model, without reference to the system’s hardware
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characteristics. Such approach is dependent on specific
gradient hardware and waveforms, and may require reca-
libration and error analysis for each clinical scan. Other
methods have incorporated the interaction of imaging
gradients with diffusion gradients in the model (32), but
did not account for gradient nonlinearity and spatial
cross-terms (26). In short, the corrective techniques sug-
gested thus far have not been successful in practical
implementation of simultaneous corrections for spatial
gradient nonlinearity and time-domain cross-terms that
corrupt ADC measurement for conventional (three-direc-
tion) DWI scanning.
For clinical studies focused on mean diffusivity and
not anisotropy, such as usually is the case for body on-
cology applications (5,6), there is a desire to perform
imaging using the fewest number of directional DWIs.
This is particularly true when multiple b-values are
acquired to separate ADC components (12,30). In the ab-
sence of gradient nonlinearity, three orthogonal gradient
directions are adequate (3,5,33). However, as surmised in
Ref. 26), due to spatial cross-terms with tissue diffusion
tensor, gradient nonlinearity required solution via acqui-
sition of at least six directions to derive three eigenval-
ues of the diffusion tensor from which a corrected mean
diffusivity was calculated. Our work seeks a practical
procedure that both builds on comprehensive physical
system characteristics (10,23,24,26,32,34) and minimizes
acquisition and analysis time to achieve quantitative
control of spatial bias error.
This work describes the simplified procedure that cor-
rects ADC non-uniformity for conventional (three orthog-
onal direction) DWI acquisition (3,33) by concentrating
energy of the b-matrix into a single map (per DW direc-
tion) that approximates the spatial nonlinearity bias. In
this form, the correction scales with effective b-value at
isocenter and can be applied for an arbitrary diffusion
gradient waveform from an orthogonal set, independent
of other experimental settings. By design, the DWI wave-
forms include time-compact imaging gradients that mini-
mize imaging cross-terms (35). Correction efficiency of
the suggested procedure as well as residual spatial bias
in ADC due to nonlinearity cross-terms are evaluated for
a range of tissue-like diffusion tensor anisotropies and
orientations. Despite tissue anisotropy, spatial gradient
nonlinearity, and imaging gradient cross-terms, the pro-
posed correction procedure allows sufficient reduction
of ADC bias with only three-orthogonal gradient meas-
urements as is preferred in clinical oncology practice (5–
7). The theoretical model and simulation of bias error is
verified with actual phantom data for isotropic medium.
Both correction and residual bias analysis are performed
numerically excluding random measurement errors. The-
oretical formalism is presented to summarize the work-
flow and correction algorithm for implementation by
clinical MRI vendors.
THEORY
The trace of diffusion tensor, D, is invariant to rotation
of coordinate system and is known as the mean diffusiv-
ity or ADC. Therefore, this property can be measured for
any three orthogonal DWI directions independent of
both overall diffusion tensor orientation (8–10) and
selected DW-frame ((3,33), see Appendix, Eq. [A7]):
ADC a ¼ 1
3
X1;2;3
k
1
bk0
h
lnSkR
i
; bk0 ¼k bk k r ¼ 0ð Þ [1]
Here, SkR ¼ Sk0=Skb is measured signal intensity ratios
for any image pixel of zero to non-zero diffusion gradient
conditions for each of three kth orthogonal measure-
ments, and bk0 ¼k bk0 k is an effective spatially independ-
ent b-value given by the Frobenius norm of b0-matrix (at
isocenter), which generally includes incremental b-com-
ponents due to time-domain cross-terms (ICT) between
diffusion (D) and imaging (IMG) gradients: k bk0 k¼k
bD þ bIMG þ bICT k (Eqs. [A2] and [A3], (32,34)).
Spatial nonlinearity of the gradient coils (23,24), charac-
teristic of wide-bore clinical magnets (25), can be described
by static dimensionless nonlinearity tensor L rð Þ (23,26) in-
dependent of desired gradient strength at isocenter. For
linear systems, L ¼ I, for any image voxel r ¼ x; y; zð ÞT . In
the presence of spatial gradient nonlinearity (23–26), spuri-
ous gradients are produced that significantly alter both
direction and norm of effective DWI waveform, Eq. [A9].
These result in a b0-matrix (26), Eq. [A10], with spatially
dependent norm k b0 k rð Þ 6¼k b0 k. The “true” (unbiased)
ADC, as follows from Eq. [A1],
ADC true ¼ 1
3
Tr Dð Þ ¼ 1
3
X1;2;3
k
1
b0kk
 lnSkR  Diibk
0
ii 1 dikð Þ  2
Xx;y ;z
i>j
Dijb
k0
ij
2
4
3
5 [2]
now includes contribution from spatial and imaging
cross-terms with the diffusion tensor. For any three or-
thogonal diffusion gradient directions, each kth b0-matrix
in Eq. [2] can be transformed to DW-frame by rotation
UUT ¼ I3  I :
b0DW ¼ UTb0U ¼ UTLb0LTU ¼ UTLUb0 DWð ÞUTLTU
¼ LDWb0 DWð ÞLTDW ;
bDW
0
ij rð Þ ¼ uTi b0uj ¼ lTi DWð Þ rð Þb0 DWð Þlj DWð Þ rð Þ;
b0 DWð Þ
 
ij
¼ uTi b0uj
[3]
where nonlinearity tensor elements in DW-frame are
given by lDWij rð Þ ¼ uTi L rð Þuj ; U ¼ u1;u2;u3ð Þ , and
unit vector uk ¼ uXk ;uYk ;uZkð ÞT defines the kth DW
direction in the gradient coil coordinates. This single
transformation simultaneously preserves the bulk of the
norm (power) for each of the three bk-matrices in the
leading term along the corresponding DW direction (Eqs.
[A3] and [A11]): bDW
0
kk ﬃ k b0k k, and effectively reduces
all cross-terms in Eq. [2]: bDW
0
i;j 6¼k  bDW
0
kk .
As shown in the Appendix, Eqs. [A11–A13], to reduce
Eq. [2] to its simplified analogue of Eq. [1] in the
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presence of nonlinearity, spatial bias map for each
applied DW gradient can be approximated by:
Ck rð Þ ¼ k b
0k k
k bk0 k
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Tr b02
 q
k bk0 k
ﬃ uTk L rð Þuk
 
uTk L
T rð Þuk
 
; [4]
and corresponding “corrected” b-value map is then
obtained from:
bkc rð Þ ¼ bk0Ck rð Þ: [5]
Note that for DW-gradient directions along the LAB
axes, U¼ I, Eqs. [4] and [5] can be further simplified to
produce: bkc rð Þ ¼ bk0l2kk rð Þ. Residual error of the leading
b-correction term, Eqs. [A3] and [A14], is negligible and
depends on selected DW direction and relative strength
of cross-terms with imaging gradients at isocenter.
Finally, the unbiased ADC value can be approximated
using Eq. [1] and replacing “assumed” b-value with
“corrected” bkc rð Þ map, Eq. [5]. When the DWI sequence
is designed so that effective b-value is independent of
direction, bk0 ¼ b0, it can be factored out from the expres-
sion for corrected ADCc:
ADC c ¼ 1
3b0
X3
k
lnSkR
Ck rð Þ ¼
1
3bo
X3
k
lnS0  lnSkb0
Ck rð Þ : [6]
Residual error of ADC-correction will be defined by
contribution of spatially dependent cross-terms of Eq. [3]
in Eq. [2] with diffusion tensor components in DW-
frame, DDWij ¼ uTi Duj . This error will depend on mutual
orientation of selected DW directions and principal axis
system of diffusion tensor, as well as its anisotropy and
relative strength of cross-terms with imaging gradients.
In practice, it may be more desirable to directly correct
either b-values, Eq. [5], or actual DWI pixel intensity as a
function of space before ADC calculations (e.g., for
multi-exponential model fit (12,30)). Intensity correction
for each orthogonal DWI direction can be achieved by:
Scbk ¼ S0e
lnSk
R
Ck rð Þ ¼ S
Ck rð Þ1
Ck rð Þ
0 S
1
Ck rð Þ
b0 [7]
The proposed correction workflow is summarized in
Figure 1. Note that described ADC bias correction
procedure uses only three orthogonal measurements for
a given b-value and avoids matrix inversion, fitting
approximation (28), or direct solution of DTI eigenvalue
problem for Eq. [2] (26), which are more sensitive to the
measurement noise (27).
METHODS
Hardware Model Parameters
Gradient waveforms and corresponding b-matrices
(32,34), Eq. [A2], were modeled numerically (Matlab 7,
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) for a time-compact pulse
sequence (35) using two scenarios for three orthogonal
diffusion gradients: (1) “LAB”—DW gradients applied in-
dependently along X, Y, Z directions

k b0 k¼ 1010,
U ¼ I ¼ 1;0;0ð ÞT ; 0;1;0ð ÞT ; 0;0;1ð ÞT
h i
, and “OVP”—DW
gradients combined along XþYþZ axes

k b0 k¼ 1510,
U ¼ 1ﬃﬃ
3
p ; 1ﬃﬃ
3
p ; 1ﬃﬃ
3
p
 T
; 1ﬃﬃ
6
p ;
ﬃﬃ
2
pﬃﬃ
3
p ; 1ﬃﬃ
6
p
 T
; 1ﬃﬃ
2
p ;0; 1ﬃﬃ
2
p
 T	 

. Low
nominal b-value of k b0 k¼ 101 was also modeled to esti-
mate relative contribution of imaging cross-terms. Square
waveforms were used as diffusion pulse models. The
duration of the DW pulses was 30 ms, 4 ms slice select,
and spin echo (SE) pulses, echo time (TE)¼100 ms, with
3.2 ms read-out. For time-compactness (35), read-out pre-
phase pulse immediately preceded the read-out gradient at
TE. Imaging gradient contribution to time-domain cross-
terms was included through numerical time-integration of
gradient waveforms Eq. [A2] (32,34). Following Janke et al.
(24), spatial dependence of gradient coil fields was
described via spherical harmonic expansion to the 7th
order skipping all even terms (using characteristic magnet
bore diameter rc¼ 400 mm). Magnetic field for the Y-coil
was obtained by 90

rotation of the X-gradient field. Nine
3D-elements of gradient nonlinearity tensor were obtained
by numeric differentiation of the gradient coil fields along
three Cartesian axes and subsequent normalization by the
effective gradient strength at isocenter, Eq. [A9]. The spa-
tial dependence of bij rð Þ-terms was then modeled numeri-
cally, Eq. [A10], using nonlinearity tensor according to the
formalism introduced in Ref. 26, within a 300  300 
300 mm3 volume sampled every 5 mm. The spatial
FIG. 1. Schematic of proposed
ADC correction workflow.
Dashed outline marks one-time
procedure to obtain corrector
maps for a specific MRI scanner.
This is followed by description of
allowed correction routes for a
DWI scan to remove ADC bias.
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dependence of residual cross-terms after correction was
obtained via Eq. [3].
Tissue Diffusion Model
Diffusion properties of the media were modeled numeri-
cally using diffusion tensor (8,10) with tissue-like char-
acteristics: ADC ¼1.0  103 mm2/s and fractional
anisotropy, FA¼0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Model ADC
was uniform across FOV. Diffusion tensor orientation
was varied uniformly in respect to the lab (gradient) sys-
tem by consecutive rotations around X-Y-X axes (0..p/2,
0..p/2, 0..2p) with a constant step of 9

for the first rota-
tion around X and around Y, and scaled by sin(aY) (to
achieve constant solid angle arc length) for the second
rotation around X, resulting in 2510 uniform D-tensor
orientations. This sampling rate was empirically deter-
mined to provide adequate orientation density coverage
for the error histogram shape and width analysis down-
stream. The uniformity of sampling ensured absence of
orientation clustering and under-binning of the error his-
tograms. The uniformity was checked by visualization of
D-ellipsoid rotation for 100–300 orientations. “True”
(uniform) ADC was obtained according to Eq. [2] includ-
ing full gradient nonlinearity, imaging cross-terms, and
tissue model description, Eqs. [A1], [A2], [A9], [A10].
The “assumed ADC,” ADCa, was obtained according to
Eq. [1], using effective b-values at isocenter (ignoring
spatial dependence). The “corrected ADC”, ADCc, (Eq.
[6]) was calculated using spatially dependent “corrected”
bkc rð Þ-terms, Eq. [5], substituted into Eq. [1]. The corre-
sponding corrector maps, Eq. [4], were obtained assum-
ing only knowledge of hardware parameters (DWI
gradient waveform and nonlinearity tensor, Fig. 1).
ADC Error Analysis
ADC errors were calculated as deviation from true (uni-
form model) value for each pixel in 3D-volume within 300
mm FOV. Error statistics histograms were compared for
ADC with, Eq. [6], and without, Eq. [1], bias correction.
Fixed binning step (0.005) and range (0.2 to 0.35) was
used for all fractional error histograms independent of
model FA and DWI gradient orientation to provide uni-
form statistics independent of sampling. The appropriate
range and binning step were determined from the model
with FA¼ 0.9 corresponding to the widest error range. The
histograms were characterized by mean, median, 95-per-
centile, range, and root-mean-square-error (RMSE) meas-
ured over the full image volume. To characterize
orientation dependence of the error, whole-volume RMSE
histograms were explored. The figure of merit for the cor-
rection procedure was defined as orientation-mean of the
whole-volume RMSE. The total efficiency of the correction
was measured as percent corrected mean RMSE. To con-
firm that error statistics are independent of model parame-
ters, in addition to the model parameters listed above, b-
value of 1000 and ADC¼ 2  103 mm2/s were also tested
with OVP for extreme anisotropy values of FA¼ 0 and
FA¼ 0.9. Lastly, the simulated one-dimensional ADC¼ 1.1
 103 mm2/s dependence along Z and X were compared
to experimental phantom results with superior–inferior
(SI) and right–left (RL) offset, respectively.
Phantom
An ice-water based isotropic DWI phantom was devised
with known diffusion coefficient of 1.1  103 mm2/s
(36) (denoted as “ADC” for consistency). One long 30
mm diameter tube filled with distilled water at thermal
equilibrium with an ice-water envelop provided the uni-
versal ADC standard (18). The phantom was constructed
similar to Ref. 18) from a single tube (29  260 mm) and
3000-mL polypropylene wide-mouth jar. The 172-mL
tube was filled with distilled water, capped with insula-
tion and cemented to the underside of the 3785-mL jar
top. Prior to diffusion measurements, cubed or crushed
ice and water were added such that ice filled the full
extent of the jar. By screwing on the jar top, the 172-mL
tube of water was held in the center ice-water mixture.
The phantom was wrapped in a foam insulation and zip-
lock plastic bag to keep surface condensate off MR com-
ponents. Following preparation of the phantom, 60 min
was allowed to reach thermal equilibrium. The ice–water
mixture provided temperature control to 0

C for several
hours and allowed ADC measurement accuracy within
2% (18,19).
MRI Data Acquisition Protocol
3T clinical MR scanner (Ingenia; Philips Medical Systems,
Best, The Netherlands) was used. Acquisition conditions:
repeat delay TR¼ 8000 ms; echo delay TE¼ 98 ms; acqui-
sition matrix¼ 128  128; FOV¼ 240  240 mm; 25 slices,
6 mm thick, 4 mm gap; bandwidth¼ 2.65 kHz/pixel; sin-
gle average; no parallel imaging. Two DWI pulse sequen-
ces were considered with gradient waveforms applied on
three orthogonal axes. The first sequence, denoted “LAB,”
had nominal b-value¼1000 s/mm2 and only one DWI gra-
dient channel was active at a time (DW axes¼X, Y, Z);
whereas for the second sequence, denoted overplus
(OVP), applied multiple gradient channels simultane-
ously for nominal b-value¼ 1000 s/mm2. For the LAB
sequence, ADC measurements on the isotropic ice–water
phantom were performed both for three separate direction
measurements and the resultant trace DWI defined as the
geometric mean of individual axis DWx,y,z. Off-center
measurements were performed using torso coil and reposi-
tioning the phantom with 50 mm overlap in SI and RL
directions. Axial and sagittal slices were acquired for SI
and RL offset directions, respectively. The axis of the 172
mm tube was oriented perpendicular to the slices. Meas-
urements along the tube axis provided a spatial extent of
approximately 6150 mm in the SI and RL directions.
RESULTS
Nonlinearity bias error was analyzed numerically using
hardware and tissue model parameters described above.
The base-level error due to time-domain cross-terms with
imaging gradients was provided by numerical integration
of gradient waveforms including imaging gradients or
excluding them according to Eqs. [A2] and [A3] (32). For
the LAB and OVP gradient waveforms used in this work
(see Methods), the effect of cross-terms with imaging
gradients on bij-elements in the absence of spatial bias
was numerically estimated to be less than 1.3% for low
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b-value of 100 and less than 0.4% for b-values above
1000. DWI-orientation error term induced by imaging
gradients (1.5%) was found to be approximately three-
times higher than the b-magnitude error (<0.5%,
Eq. [A3]). Overall, small contribution of both magnitude
and direction error due to imaging cross-terms was
included into general ADC correction formalism as an
error term matrix e, Eq. [A3], with the elements
max jeij j
  	k e k o 0:03k b kDð Þ, where bD is obtained for
the DW gradient waveform in the absence of the imaging
gradients.
Further numerical simulations ascertained that time-
integral and spatial bias terms still commute when gradi-
ent waveforms include imaging gradients, Eq. [A2],
thus allowing independent calculation of b0-matrix at
isocenter once and propagating the spatial bias through
Eq. [A10] (26). Introduction of spatial bias and spatial
gradient cross-terms, Eq. [A9], (26) lead to relative
enhancement of the cross-terms with imaging gradients.
However, spatial bias due to cross-terms with imaging
gradients alone accounted for< 0.5% of total spatial bias
for each voxel. The bulk of nonlinearity bias (>99.5%)
was due to spatial cross-terms between diffusion
gradients. Total bias including diffusion and imaging
gradients was numerically evaluated and visualized
through spatial dependence of diagonal and off-diagonal
terms of biased b0-matrix.
The effect of nonlinearity on spatial bias of b0-matrix
including imaging gradients, Eqs. [A2] and [A9], (26) is
illustrated in Figure 2 for a single representative DWI
direction for LAB ((u3 ¼ 0;0;1ð ÞT : Fig. 2a,d), OVP
(u3 ¼ 1ﬃﬃ2p ; 0; 1ﬃﬃ2p
 T
: Fig. 2b,e) and corrected OVP (Fig.
2c,f; Eqs. [3] and [4]) scenarios. Spatial dependence is
depicted as 3D color-map for one diagonal (bzz, Fig. 2a–
c) and one off-diagonal (bzx, Fig. 2d–f) element of 3  3
b-matrix. Spatial non-uniformity of b-value is reflected
in color gradient of the planes and spherical surfaces
within the volume. The relative power of diffusion
weighting across 3D map is represented by color-bar
scale.
In the absence of nonlinearity, the 3D map would be
colored uniformly according to the nominal b-value at
the isocenter (bLAB¼1010, bOVP¼1510; see Methods). As
evident from the color gradient, due to nonlinearity, spa-
tial deviation from nominal value increases toward the
FOV boundaries both for LAB (850–1200 scale, Fig. 2a)
and OVP (600–950 scale, Fig. 2b) gradients. For LAB-DW
scenario (Fig. 2a), spatial bias introduced by nonlinearity
along Z-direction retains characteristic cylindrical sym-
metry of Z-coil gradient field, as prescribed by lzz (con-
sistent with Theory, and Ref. 26). Similar observations
were made for the LAB-X and LAB-Y DW-directions (bxx
and byy not shown). For the described correction proce-
dure, Eq. [3] and [4], spatial bias of the leading b-element
for LAB gradients provides the corrector map, Eq. [4], for
the corresponding direction (i.e., corrected bzz has the
same appearance as bzz nonlinearity map in Fig. 2a).
FIG. 2. Effect of gradient nonlinearity on spatial non-uniformity of diagonal (a–c) versus off-diagonal (d–f) elements of b-matrix over
FOV¼300  300  300 mm3 is illustrated for DWI gradients along “Z”-LAB (a,d), “Z”-OVP (b,e), and corrected “Z”-OVP (c,f). Spatial
dependence is represented by color gradient at boundary planes (X¼150 mm, Y¼150 mm, Z¼150 mm) and spherical slice through
the FOV. Color-bars to the right of each 3D-map provide the scale for depicted b-values (s/mm2). The unbiased (uniform) b-value corre-
sponds to 1010 (a), 755 (b), and 1510 s/mm2 (c) at isocenter. The deviation from uniformity is visually estimated by the color gradient
scale away from isocenter. The color gradient of the corrected map (c) preserves all spatial non-uniformity information of (b) to remove
nonlinearity bias via Eqs. [4] and [5]. The residual non-uniformity error, Eq. [2], of b-matrix is represented by the spatial bias and relative
scale of the off-diagonal b-elements (d–f).
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As is evident from boundary plane projections for
OVP scenario (Fig. 2b), spatial symmetry of the diagonal
bzz-term no longer directly reflects individual gradient
coil field (unlike LAB (20)), but represents a mixed effect
of nonlinearity from gradient coils simultaneously active
for this OVP direction (Methods). Unlike LAB, for OVP
corrected bzz non-uniformity scale (1200–1900; Fig. 2c)
is different from the one before correction (600–950; Fig.
2b), indicating that OVP corrector map includes nonli-
nearity contribution from all active gradient coils (Eq.
[4]). The color gradient of the corrected map (Fig. 2c, Eq.
[4]) preserves all spatial non-uniformity information and
thus substantially removes nonlinearity bias error in
ADC by Eq. [6]. Spatial dependence and scale for off-di-
agonal b-elements (Fig. 2d–f) reports on the nonlinearity
bias that propagates into ADC errors in Eqs. [2] and [3].
At each point in space, the contribution of off-diagonal
element, byz, is below 10% of the diagonal values, bzz,
both for LAB and corrected OVP scenario, but is much
higher (up to 95%) for OVP before correction (see corre-
sponding numerical color-bar scales).
Figure 3 illustrates qualitative agreement between cal-
culated 1D-spatial dependence of ADC and our experi-
mental observations for an isotropic ice–water phantom
run on a clinical scanner with the LAB DWI-gradients.
For all three separate gradient directions and the trace,
both observed (Fig. 3a,b) and calculated (Fig. 3c,d) ADC
are quadratically underestimated along SI, while overesti-
mated along RL compared to true values (solid horizontal
line). The absolute bias along SI is more than two times
higher than that along RL (Fig. 3a,c versus Fig. 3b,d). The
model correctly reflects differences in spatial bias for indi-
vidual DW gradient directions (e.g., direction 1 versus 2
in Fig. 3b,d). The trace ADC bias error for OVP gradients
(not shown) was the same as for LAB. For FOV> 50 mm,
the observed non-uniformity bias is significantly higher
(>10%) than either standard deviation of the measure-
ment within the region of interest (ROI) (<2%, error bars
in Fig. 3a,b) or error terms due to imaging gradients
(<2%, vertical shift near zero-offset).
Figure 4 compares tiled 2D ADC Z-slice images
obtained with the complete nonlinearity model, Eq. [2],
FIG. 3. Comparison of measured spatial bias for ADC (a,b) for isotropic ice–water phantom) to the model (c,d) in case of LAB-DWI gra-
dients plotted for three separate directions (dashed, dotted curves) and the trace (solid curve): (a,c) SI offset; (b,d) LR offset. Dotted hor-
izontal lines mark 5% deviations from reported ADC  1.1  103 mm2/s value of water (36) at 0C (solid line). Error bars for the
measured trace ADC correspond to a standard deviation over 10 mm diameter circular ROI (90 pixels). Spatial non-uniformity bias
away from isocenter exceeded experimental measurement errors.
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for three orthogonal OVP DWI-gradients (top row) to
those after correction (below) according to Eq. [6] in case
of isotropic (FA¼ 0, Fig. 4a) and highly anisotropic
(FA¼ 0.9, Fig. 4b) diffusion media. The orientation of
diffusion tensor in respect to magnet axis happened to
be (p/10, p/3, 0) which was representative of the typical
bias error. Non-uniformity of uncorrected ADC, as indi-
cated by gray-scale gradient, is higher for anisotropic me-
dium (Fig. 4b), while correction efficiency (uniformity of
corrected ADC gray-scale-maps) is lower, especially to-
ward the FOV edges of each slice-tile, indicating higher
residual bias errors. True (model) ADC is uniform across
FOV (Methods). For the isotropic case, ADC non-uni-
formity is effectively removed by correction producing
uniform gray-scale-map in Figure 4a.
The absolute ADC non-uniformity error within FOV is
summarized for several anisotropy values in histograms of
Figure 5a. Figure 5b shows the average correction effi-
ciency for two DWI gradient direction scenarios. Both
uncorrected (light) and residual (dark) error histograms
become broader with increasing FA of the medium (Fig.
5a). The number of voxels with high nonlinearity bias
decreases as absolute bias value increases. The relative
width of the histograms described by the ratio of their cor-
responding mean RMSE (averaged over 2510 uniform dif-
fusion tensor orientations) is shown in Figure 5b. This
ratio reflects efficiency of the correction procedure, which
decreases with increasing FA. Higher overall efficiency is
achievable for OVP gradients that include off-diagonal
nonlinearity terms in corrector, Eq. [4]. The absolute error
reduction for ADC non-uniformity achieved through lead-
ing-term correction procedure, Eqs. [4] and [6], was from
90 to 70% for FA from 0.3 to 0.9, respectively; and better
than 97% for FA¼ 0. More than 90% error is corrected for
OVP and 80% for LAB scenario for FA< 0.5. The histo-
gram statistics did not change when using model ADC¼ 2
 103mm2/s versus 1  103mm2/s or b-value of 1510 s/
mm2 versus 1010 s/mm2 for FA¼ 0 and 0.9.
FIG. 4. Corrected versus uncor-
rected ADC gray-scale maps for
60 image slices (610 tiles)
through FOV¼300  300  300
mm3 for (a) isotropic media
FA¼0 and (b) an arbitrary diffu-
sion-tensor orientation with
FA¼0.9. Gray color-bar scale is
103 mm2/s. ADC non-uniformity
bias is depicted by deviation
from true (uniform model) ADC 
1  103 mm2/s across FOV.
FIG. 5. (a) Corrected (dark) versus uncorrected (light gray) error histograms (scaled to maximum pixel number) for four FAs and 2510
uniform diffusion-tensor orientations within FOV¼300  300  300 mm3; (b) total correction efficiency (%RMSE) as a function of FA for
all pixels within FOV averaged over 2510 diffusion tensor orientations for LAB (gray circles) versus OVP (black circles) DWI. Squares
illustrate baseline efficiency without bias correction.
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DISCUSSION
The objective of this work was to find a viable correction
procedure for the observed spatial non-uniformity bias of
ADC for media of arbitrary anisotropy in the fewest num-
ber of measurements. Such procedure (Fig. 1) was
devised for any three orthogonal DWI-measurements
based on fundamental property of ADC invariance under
rotation and intrinsic symmetries of diffusion weighting
matrix. The nonlinearity corrector maps were independ-
ent of b-value at isocenter and obtained by squared pro-
jection of the nonlinearity tensor onto DW-gradient
direction, Eq. [4]. Since nonlinearity tensor is a static
system characteristic (23,26) that depends only on gradi-
ent coil design, the required correctors are generated
once and are independent of other specific experimental
settings. Contribution from imaging cross-terms not
included in b-value was confirmed to be negligible as
expected for conventional (clinical) DWI pulse sequences
(32) properly designed to minimize the time integral of
imaging gradients that overlap with diffusion gradient
waveforms (35). Residual ADC bias error due to spatial
gradient nonlinearity cross-terms with anisotropic diffu-
sion tensor, Eq. [2], was effectively reduced in DW-
frame, Eq. [3]. This model assumes knowledge of gradi-
ent coil fields (23,24) and DWI-pulse sequence Eq. [A2]
(32,33). In practice, leading term maps can be obtained
once for a scanner system and applied for correction of
b-value bias or DWI intensities in ADC measurements.
For moderate tissue anisotropy (FA< 0.5), this correction
reduces ADC bias error over large FOV from above 15%
to below experimental measurement uncertainty (<2%).
Thus, this approach is well suited for body DWI onco-
logic applications (5–7).
The presence of spatial and time-domain gradient
cross-terms combined with tissue anisotropy complicates
interpretation of measured DWI intensity ratios, Eq. [A1],
(26,32). The source of non-uniformity bias in the conven-
tional (3) ADC experiment, Eq. [2], for media of arbitrary
anisotropy, is spatial dependence of all b-matrix ele-
ments (26). Thus, for an arbitrary DWI-direction, com-
plete description of the system requires six 3D-maps for
bij rð Þ ¼ bji rð Þ-elements (18 maps for three orthogonal
measurements). The effective scale (power of each bij-ele-
ment) is determined by the norm of the gradient wave-
form and time-domain cross-terms between diffusion
and imaging gradients (Eqs. [A2] and [A3], Fig. 2). Spa-
tial dependence of the bij rð Þ-map is determined by spa-
tial dependence of the gradient nonlinearity tensor, Eq.
[A10] (26), as well as DW-gradient frame orientation in
respect to the gradient-coil frame, Eq. [3] (Fig. 2a,d ver-
sus Fig. 2b,e). Fortunately, a good approximation to the
complete system description can be achieved with only
three orthogonal measurements, Eqs. [3] and [4].
The bias error predicted by the model along SI and RL
direction is qualitatively consistent with experimental
measurements using a temperature-controlled isotropic
phantom as depicted in Figure 3. Measured ADCs are
proportionally underestimated along SI, while overesti-
mated along RL compared to true values. Higher absolute
bias is observed along SI compared to RL. The observed
spatial bias depends on DW waveform (e.g., dashed ver-
sus dotted traces), while measured value for isotropic
medium should be independent of diffusion gradient
direction. Negligible offset of the measured curves near
isocenter (Fig. 3a,b) confirms small contribution of imag-
ing cross-terms, Eqs. [A2] and [A3]. Qualitative agree-
ment between our modeled and measured bias (Fig. 3)
strongly suggests gradient nonlinearity as the major
source of the spatial ADC bias error (19). Quantitatively,
our current nonlinearity model underestimates the bias
scale, but this is likely due to literature values of the
applied spherical harmonics coefficients (24) underesti-
mating those of the actual clinical scanner used for
phantom measurements (19). Quantitative agreement
should be achieved with access to appropriate system
coefficients.
As described in Theory section (and derived in the
Appendix), the simplified correction is possible via
mathematical transformation of biased b0-matrix and tis-
sue diffusion tensor into DW-frame (defined by orthogo-
nal diffusion gradients). This transformation reduces
contribution of spatial cross-terms, Eqs. [2] and [3] (Fig.
2d,f) and preserves b-norm and diffusion trace (ADC).
For three orthogonal measurements, this formalism
is equivalent to projection of nonlinearity tensor onto
DW-directions Eq. [4] that provides a single “corrected”
leading term bkc rð Þ-map, Eq. [5], per measurement.
Sufficient description for LAB diffusion gradients (e.g.,
Fig. 2a,d) is obtained by including nonlinearity bias
along the gradient direction, lkk . For arbitrary DWI direc-
tion away from LAB axis (e.g., OVP), the corrected bkc rð Þ-
terms will include coil fields both along and orthogonal,
li 6¼j 6¼k , to gradient direction, Eq. [4] (Fig. 2c). Due to
different spatial dependence of corrector Ck rð Þ-maps for
each DWI direction, Eq. [4], spatial dependence of lead-
ing bkc rð Þ-terms, Eq. [5], has to be corrected separately for
individual DW-gradient directions before combining for
ADC calculation, Eq. [6]. Each measurement provides
only one diagonal component of the diffusion tensor,
Dkk, along the corresponding DW direction used in an
ADC-experiment, Eq. [A5]. These values depend on ori-
entation of the frame defined by DW gradients, and in
general case, do not represent the eigenvalues of the
diffusion tensor (required for FA estimate (8,10,26)).
Note that information on diffusion tensor orientation is
lost by this approximation, while corrected off-diagonal
elements, bi 6¼j , are needed to obtain FA from full DTI
measurement (26).
After suggested leading-term correction according to
Eqs. [4] and [6], residual error-distribution for ADC will
depend on anisotropic properties of the media and rela-
tive orientation of gradient fields, Eqs. [3], [A6], and
[A10]. The residual error is determined by spatial de-
pendence of spurious diffusion gradients, Eq. [A9], and
cross-terms with imaging gradients, which slightly per-
turb orientation of “effective” DW gradient frame and are
neglected by our simplified correction procedure. The
minimal residual error can be predicted for isotropic
media, where Di 6¼j ¼ 0, and off-diagonal cross-terms are
effectively eliminated in Eq. [2]. This is confirmed by
the results illustrated in Figure 4a, where non-uniformity
bias is nearly removed for FA¼ 0 by our correction pro-
cedure. For anisotropic case (Fig. 4b), residual error
exhibits clear orientation dependence and is larger for
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regions further from isocenter. The number of pixels
with higher ADC non-uniformity error decreases approx-
imately quadratically with the bias value (Fig. 5a) reflect-
ing general spatial nonlinearity scale of the gradient coil
fields (19,24). Negative skew of the pixel histograms of
ADC error before correction is independent of FA and
reflects intrinsic asymmetry in the gradient coil field
model used (24). Higher symmetry of residual error
histograms after correction confirms that no additional
spatial bias is introduced by our simplified correction
procedure. The histogram statistics does not change
when different b-value or model ADC are used, confirm-
ing that presented error correction efficiency estimate is
independent of actual ADC or effective b0-value. There-
fore, the proposed error correction procedure is adequate
for arbitrary experimental conditions.
The relative amount of error corrected for all pixels
within the FOV was quantified by the ratio of the histo-
gram RMSE before and after correction (Fig. 5b). Slightly
higher correction efficiency observed for OVP versus
LAB DWI scenario is expected due to inclusion of off-di-
agonal nonlinearity tensor elements into corrector Eq.
[4]. This facilitates suppression of spatial cross-terms
with imaging gradients. Still, major bias error reduction
occurs even with LAB scenario, where corrector includes
only diagonal nonlinearity terms, lkk (U¼I in Eq. [4]).
This is consistent with off-diagonal nonlinearity (spuri-
ous gradients) having lower effect on spatial bias. There-
fore, LAB results in Figure 5b provide baseline
correction efficiency if the off-diagonal nonlinearity
(spurious gradients) is ignored. Single anisotropy value
used by our model for all pixels within the FOV is a hy-
pothetical scenario to illustrate the impact of anisotropy.
More practical assumption is the distribution of anisotro-
pies (37,38), with prevalence of lower anisotropies
observed for non-neurologic or disease tissues (37). In
the reasonable anisotropy range (FA< 0.5 (37,39)), the
proposed correction procedure removes> 90% of error
and reduces absolute ADC non-uniformity bias to below
experimental uncertainty (< 2%, Fig. 3a,b) over clini-
cally relevant FOVs.
A couple useful tips regarding efficient reduction of
residual ADC error were realized by presented compre-
hensive gradient nonlinearity model and error analysis:
(a) for highly anisotropic media, OVP gradients provide
more efficient ADC correction when off-diagonal nonli-
nearity terms are known; (b) minimal effort correction
procedure that ignores spatial dependence of off-diago-
nal cross-terms of nonlinearity tensor can be applied for
low anisotropy tissue with LAB-gradients. In practice,
the described correction can be implemented via the fol-
lowing three routes: (i) providing corrected b-maps
(LUT, normalized by b-value) for a set of DWI gradient
directions, Eq. [5]; (ii) providing corrected ADC maps,
Eq. [6]; and (iii) providing corrected DWI images, Eq. [7].
When it is desirable to obtain the diffusion coefficient
for kth direction (Dkk) by fitting several lnS
k
R measure-
ments at different b-values, spatial bias correction should
be applied first either to b-values or DWI intensities
(Fig. 1), followed by appropriate model fit of signal
versus b-value (e.g., mono-exponential model versus
alternative (12)).
Correction of individual DWI intensities (prior to ADC
correction) is preferred since it offers greatest portability
and flexibility. The corrective functions are pre-calcu-
lated once (Fig. 1, dashed outline) and are stored on the
MRI system for internal use. Each acquired DWI can be
spatially corrected on the scanner. Since this correction
is performed directly on the system, information regard-
ing acquisition conditions and linkage between patient-
based and magnet-based coordinate systems is available
internally. This is analogous to geometric distortion cor-
rection currently applied on MRI scanners (25). Once the
individual image intensities of each DWI are corrected as
a function of spatial location, they are fully portable
since existing online/offline diffusion analysis routines/
models do not need any modification and can be applied
directly to the spatially-corrected DWI.
To conclude, spatial dependence of b-matrix norm,
described by squared projection of system nonlinearity
tensor onto DWI direction, accounts for the bulk (70–
90%) of ADC non-uniformity error for anisotropic me-
dium (FA¼ 0.9–0.3) and >97% for isotropic medium.
Residual error due to spatial and time-domain cross-
terms between diffusion and imaging gradients depends
on FA of the medium and the DWI-gradient direction/
mode. ADC non-uniformity errors are amplified for ani-
sotropic diffusion and gradient over-plus mode and can
be corrected most efficiently. Simplified b-correction
algorithm, including spatial dependence of leading diag-
onal b-terms rotated into diffusion gradient frame, is
found to be sufficient to control conventional (i.e. three-
direction) ADC measurement bias error in clinical stud-
ies (5–7). This procedure, although applicable only to
ADC measurement, is mathematically robust to experi-
mental noise since it avoids data fitting and solution of
the full eigenvector/eigenvalue problem. Once calculated
for specific gradient coil system and selected DWI direc-
tions, the spatial dependence of correctors are fixed,
well-behaved smoothly varying functions, independent
of subject or imaging sequence, which simply scale with
b-value. Vendor cooperation is desirable to implement
viable instrumental correction procedures in-line to con-
trol spatial ADC bias errors on clinical scanners.
APPENDIX
In conventional DWI MR experiment, the diffusion tensor
elements, Dij, are related to measured signal intensity
ratios for any image pixel, SR ¼ S0=Sb, of zero to non-zero
diffusion gradient conditions via (8,10,11):
lnSkR ¼
Xx;y ;z
i;j
bkijDij ¼ bk : D
D ¼ VL VT ¼ Vlidij VT ; VVT ¼ I;
V ¼ v1; v2;v3ð Þ; vi ¼ v1i; v2i; v3ið ÞT
[A1]
where, V and L are matrices of eigenvectors and eigen-
values of D, respectively, I  I3 is a 3  3 identity ma-
trix, and bkij, are the elements of symmetric 3  3 b-
matrix obtained by time-integration of kth-direction gra-
dient waveform, gk sð Þ, according to (26,32,34):
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bk ¼ g2
Z TE
0
dt
Z t
0
gk t
0ð Þdt0
Z t
0
gTk t
0ð Þ d tð Þ0;
gk tð Þ ¼ gXk tð Þ; gYk tð Þ; gZk tð Þð ÞT ; bk ¼ bkT
[A2]
Here c is the gyromagnetic ratio, TE is the echo time for
the spin echo DWI sequence, and gk tð Þ waveform coordi-
nates indicate active gradient coil elements X, Y and Z at
time t. This separation of system specific characteristics
under the time integral of Eq. [A2] (32,34) is achievable
since diffusion tensor in Eq. [A1] is independent of time.
Spatial direction of applied diffusion (D) gradients,
u ¼ gD= k gD k, can be described by a unit vector in gradi-
ent coil coordinates, u ¼ uX ;uY ;uZð ÞT , while their
strength is determined by the Euclidean norm of the dif-
fusion waveform, k gD k. The general gradient waveform
includes all sequence gradients with polarity reversed af-
ter TE/2 (32) to implicitly account for effect of the spin
echo RF pulse (34). According to Ref. 32, coefficients of
dyadic product of Eq. [A2] can be written in a 3  3 b-
matrix form. When imaging (IMG) gradients are included,
g ¼ gD þ gIMG , each element of this matrix can be decom-
posed into three parts (32) that separately account for dif-
fusion and imaging gradients, as well as their cross-
products. Diffusion term (D) is proportional to the product
of the desired diffusion gradient strength with their tim-
ing elements (duration and spacing) (34). The other two
terms describe additional (undesired) weighting due to
products of imaging gradients with themselves (IMG) and
with diffusion gradients (ICT). For time-compact DWI
sequences (35) with moderate imaging resolution (32),
imaging cross-terms are small, such that:
b ¼ bD þ bIMG þ bICT ¼ u k b k uT þ e;
k b k¼ k b kD þ e0; k e kk b k  1;
e0
k b kD  1;
where u gD ¼ 0; k u k¼ 1; uTu ¼ u : uT ¼ 1;
k b k¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Tr b2
 q
; k b kD ¼ Tr bð Þ
[A3]
Here, k b k k b kF , is a Frobenius (Euclidean) norm
of symmetric b-matrix, invariant under rotations. When
the gradient strength is independent of spatial coordi-
nate, g rð Þ ¼ g0 , at isocenter r ¼ r0 ¼ x0; y0; z0ð ÞT , b-ma-
trix is uniform over the FOV and can be described by
effective b-value, bk0 ¼k bk k, for each of three kth or-
thogonal measurement. Using Eq. [A3] and assuming
e! 0, Eq. [A1] can be simplified for an arbitrary DWI
waveform:
lnSkR ¼ uTk lnSkRuk ¼ uTk bk : Duk
ﬃ uTk uk k bk k uTk : Duk ¼k bk k Dkk ; [A4]
where
Dkk ¼ uTk : Duk ¼ uTk uk : uTkVL VTuk ¼ VTuk
 T
L VTuk
¼
X3
i
li v
T
i uk
 2
[A5]
Note that, Dkk 6¼ lk is not an eigenvalue of diffusion
tensor, but rather a projection of the eigenvalue “vector”
onto DW direction. The model error term along uk , Eqs.
[A3] and [A4], is given by:
uTk e
k : Duk ¼ uTk ekuk : uTkDuk ¼ DkkuTk ekuk [A6]
and is negligible when Eq. [A3] conditions are satisfied.
In case of linear gradients, the above simplification,
Eq. [A4], allows straightforward calculation of “assumed
ADC” from any three orthogonal DW measurements
U ¼ u1;u2;u3ð Þ; UUT ¼ I:
ADC a ¼ 1
3
Tr Dð Þ ¼ 1
3
X1;2;3
k
Dkk ¼ 1
3
X1;2;3
k
1
bk0
lnSkR
 
[A7]
bk0 ¼k bk k [A8]
In the presence of nonlinearity (23,24), the strength of
the gradient varies depending on location in the magnet
bore and spurious gradients are produced in directions
orthogonal to desired DW, leading to spatial bias of the
b0 rð Þ-matrix (26). To the first order, such variations can
be described by spatially dependent nonlinearity tensor
(26), L rð Þ:
g rð Þ ¼ L rð Þg0;where lij rð Þ ¼
@B
gi
z
@rj k gio k
; L 6¼ LT ; [A9]
b0 rð Þ ¼ Lb0LT ; b0 rð Þ ¼ b0T rð Þ; [A10]
where g0-gradient waveform and b0-matrix are given at
isocenter. When b0 IMGð Þ þ b0 ICTð Þ > 0 in Eqs. [A2] and
[A3], b0 rð Þ is symmetric positive definite (semi-definite
for g0 IMGð Þ ! 0), and thus, possesses orthogonal eigenvec-
tors with the largest (1st) eigenvalue close to the b0-
norm, Eq. [A3]:
b0 ¼ U 0bU 0T ; U 0U 0T ¼ I; b1 ﬃk b0 k; b2;3 ¼ o e0ð Þ
k b0 k¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Tr b02
 q [A11]
Therefore, similar to Eq. [A3], b0 can be approximated
by b0 ﬃ u01 k b0 k u0T1 , and Eqs.[A4–A7] formalism can be
applied with k b0 k replacing bk0 in Eq. [A8]. In the limit
of negligible nonlinearity and imaging cross-terms: L 
I; gIMG ! 0 in Eqs. [A3] and [A10], any three orthogonal
DW directions UUT ¼ I  satisfy Eq. [A11]: U 0 ﬃ
U ; and b1 ﬃ k b0D k¼ Tr b0D
 
. In general, for arbitrary
DW direction from an orthogonal set, a corrector Ck rð Þ ¼
kb0kk
kbk0k
can be devised such that bkc rð Þ ¼ bk0Ck rð Þ:
Ck rð Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Tr bk
02
 
=bk20
r
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX3
i¼1
bk0ii
 2 þX3
i<j
bk
0
ij
 2 
=bk20
s
: [A12]
that makes Eq. [A7] universally valid as an ADC approxi-
mation. Here bk0ij ¼ lTi bk0lj, Eq. [A10], where li ¼
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l1i; l2i ; l3ið ÞT is the ith column of gradient nonlinearity
tensor L rð Þ, Eq. [A9].
An alternative corrector, independent of b0-value at
isocenter, can be obtained by “projecting” Eq. [A1] onto
DW direction with bk
0
, similar to Eqs. [A4] and [A5]:
bk
0
: D ¼uTk bk
0
: D
 
uk ¼ uTk Lbk0LT : Duk
ﬃ uTk Luk k bk0 k uTk LTuk : uTkDuk ¼k bk0 k Ck rð ÞDkk ;
Ck rð Þ ¼ uTk L rð Þuk
 
uTk L
T rð Þuk
 
[A13]
Using Eqs. [A6] and [A10], residual b-correction error
due to nonlinearity and time-domain cross-terms along
kth DW direction is given by:
Dbkc rð Þ ¼ LT rð Þuk
 T
ek LT rð Þuk
 
[A14]
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